
Your  
Sublimation 

Solution
Sawgrass Sublimation Systems • Sefa Heat Press • ChromaLuxe & Unisub Bare Product Substrates 

Simplified 
sublimation for 
consistent,
high-quality
products

There’s a better way to print 
Sawgrass, Sefa and ChromaLuxe/Unisub raise your 
productivity everywhere your business takes you. 
Take the mystery out of sublimation printing when 
you partner with the industry leaders. 
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- 2-year warranty on the machine.
- 10-year warranty on heating elements.
- Plate sizes : 40x50cm
- Complete lateral clearance of the plate.
- Optimal distribution of pressure and heat.
- Strong frame, parallemovement of the heat plate
- Equiped with Smart touch screen
- Automatic opening and manual swing
- Advanced multiparameters electronics
- Ideal for medium to advanced production.
- Manufactured in France
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Subli 1510+ 

- Ideal for sublimation with good productivity and flexibility.
- Fast startup ! (15 to 20min)
- Plate sizes : 64 x 54cm/ 85 x 65cm/125 x 85cm
- Working area: 60 x 50cm/ 80 x 60cm/120 x 80cm
-  Plate 120 x 80 cm rectified hight quality aluminium (other 

dimensions to be confirmed)
-  Multizone temperature control to prevent defects on the sides of 

the plate
- Perfect heat distribution
- 2 years warranty on the machine.
- Manufactured in France.

-  Ideal for sublimation with good productivity and flexibility.
- Multizones temperature control
- Fast startup ! (15 to 20min)
- Ideal on rigid Chromaluxe R substrates 
- Plate size : 157 x 107cm
- Working area : 152 x 102cm
- 2-year on the machine.
- Manufactured in France.

- High thermal efficiency.
- Ideal on rigid Chromaluxe R substrates but can also be 

used with fabrics
- Multizones temperature control
- Fast startup! (15 to 20min)
- Plate sizes :  255 x 130cm
- Working area :  250 x 125cm
- 2-year warranty on the machine.
- Manufactured in France.

For Chromaluxe applications: Special high quality aluminum plates to maintain perfect flatness/
pressure during pressing cycle. Advanced electronic, multi-zone temperature control to achieve 
best edge to edge results. Nomex top cover for better gas extraction. 

Z.I. de Pastabrac - 11260 ESPERAZA - FRANCE

Tél. +33 (0)4 68 74 05 89 - Fax +33 (0)4 68 74 24 08

E-mail : lombard@chemica.fr - Website : www.sefa.fr

Sublimaxi 2513
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BUSINESS PRODUCTS ORNAMENTS KEY CHAINS

ChromaLuxe & Unisub are the world’s leading brands of hard surface sublimatable goods manufactured in the USA and distributed worldwide. 
Through dye sublimation, images are infused into specially coated sheets to offer the most durable, fade resistant solution for your customers.

METAL PRINTS

TABLE TOPS

COASTERS

WOOD PRINTS

FLOORING

PICTURE FRAMES

NATURAL WOOD PRINTS

DESKTOP PHOTO PANELS

SIGNAGE

Expand your business into new markets with the highest quality sublimation 
products. From photo panels to photo gifts, ChromaLuxe & Unisub can take 

your business to the next level in customization.




